
Capitol’s Introduction of Stereo

In July, 1958, Capitol Records announced that they would soon release fifteen stereophonic albums onto the market. Fol-
lowing the lead of RCA Victor, Capitol was quick to bring stereo to an interested public. They released stereo albums in 
groups, with the first group containing ten popular music albums.  Another pop LP, Burnished Brass by the George Shearing 
Quintet, had been announced for a simultaneous stereo/mono release, but to date no copies of the LP have appeared on 
the market that date prior to 1962, and the front and back covers to that 1962 release have markings that are appropriate 
to 1962 but not to 1958.

Capitol’s first ten pop stereo LP’s were:

The Stereo Disc         Demonstration Record           SWAL-9032
The Stars in Stereo   Various Artists                          SW-1062
Big Band Stereo        Various Artists                          SW-1055
The King and I           Soundtrack                               SW-740
Ports of Pleasure      Les Baxter                                 ST-868               
Sea of Dreams          Nelson Riddle                           ST-915
Concert Modern       Les Brown                                 ST-959
Selections from South Pacific   Fred Waring           ST-992
Songs from St. Louis Blues   Nat “King” Cole          SW-993



Following on the heels of the first Capitol release of stereo LP’s, the label announced 
that October the immediate release of a followup of thirteen stereophonic albums 
onto the market. This next group of albums contained six popular music albums and 
additional classical records.  The pop albums that Capitol released in that grouping 
include:

Carousel                Soundtrack                                     SW-694
Black Satin            George Shearing Quintet             ST-858
Space Escapade   Les Baxter                                       ST-968
Sounds of the Great Bands!    Glen Gray                  SW-1022
The Military Band           Felix Slatkin                        SW-1056
Dance to South Pacific   Les Brown                           ST-1060

Like the first group, these albums all appeared on Capitol’s 
newly-designed label for 1958 -- called Label 58 in these 
pages -- and were advertised at the top of the cover with 
the phrase THE FULL SPECTRUM OF SOUND.

The back covers featured a circular design with what would
be a color spectrum, or “rainbow.”  The inner sleeves
(properly called Protective Envelopes) sported a large 
spectrum logo in the center on one side, while the other side
explained the difference between monophonic and 
stereophonic records.

The introduction of stereo was a successful venture. Even as Capitol worked
on producing inexpensive stereo phonographs, their record division pitched 
stereo albums to the industry, to audiophiles, and to the general public.



The trade magazines were impressed with Capitol’s first stereo albums, and the advent of the stereo LP almost obscured 
the fact that the major labels had been releasing stereo reel-to-reel tapes for a whole year.

For the month of November, Capitol prepared another grouping of
stereo albums. Like the first group, this third batch was 
destined to feature some relatively new records and some 
proven sellers.  The November 17, 1958, issue of Billboard 
heralded the impending release of six more stereo pop albums, 
plus five that were designated as “classical” records.

The second group consisted of the following 
popular albums:

Only the Lonely       Frank Sinatra               SW-1053
In Hi-Fi                      Fred Waring                 SW-845
Big Fat Brass            Billy May                       ST-1043
The Music Man       Original Cast                SWAO-990
Dancing Over the Waves   Ray Anthony    ST-1028
The Ballad Style of Stan Kenton                  ST-1068



Both Capitol Records and the scrutinizing media drew attention to the presence of the album by Frank Sinatra in this 
batch of stereo albums. Sinatra was an enormous draw, and a stereo album by Sinatra was a sure seller.  Capitol had in-
cluded among its stereo album selections two albums that might sell well at Christmas, allowing them to plan for a more 
aggressive release schedule in 1959.

The new year saw Capitol promote stereo further, subtly, by increasing 
the size of the word STEREO on the album slick. When viewed from the
front, it was now quite clear that each stereo album was in stereo.

Capitol’s promotional material for spring continued their use of 
the “full spectrum of sound” as the buzz-phrase describing their 
stereo records. 

Summer brought about a change in terminology. Capitol revised their inner sleeves and adjusted all of their promotional
items to refer to Capitol’s stereo as 

FULL DIMENSIONAL STEREO.

Frank Sinatra’s new album in late July referred to stereo in those terms, and Capitol would use that expression for many 
years.

By November, it was commonplace for the major labels to issue albums in stereo without any particular fanfare, but in 
the initial months stereo was something truly special. People bought stereo demonstration albums -- or got them for free 
-- just so they could hear the sound moving around the room for the first time ever. Radio stations were in the process of 
converting to stereo.

With all the changes in the music industry, it was a fascinating time, and Capitol Records 
was one of the major labels -- topping the charts with their stereo releases. Some albums 
from 1958 are harder to find with that first stereo cover.  Look for it on American albums 
as an indicator of a stereo album from Capitol that actually came out before the end of 
1958 -- when stereo was still something amazing to hear from a record.


